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Introduction
Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay (TLSB) are proposing methods to monitor the effects of the Swansea
Bay Tidal Lagoon power scheme if it is constructed. The Adaptive Environmental Monitoring Plan
(AEMPr1, August, 2014; Table 8.3) defines this target: “Continued characterisation of the Swansea
Bay fishery and monitoring of changes brought about by Project construction and operation.” To
meet this target a fish community analysis will be undertaken, based on the results of the surveys
baseline data collected and the on-going autumn intertidal and subtidal fish sampling (as per
AEMPr4). The surveys which are undertaken at 6 intertidal and 6 subtidal sites across Swansea
Bay, will be repeated in the autumn only, as per WFD sampling. This is because surveys at this
time give the most representative view of the fish community as the year’s recruitment is complete
for most species, most fish have grown to a size where they will be retained in sampling nets and
they have not by then begun offshore overwintering movements. TLSB therefore believe that, as
for WFD, robust statistics can be achieved using this quarter alone.
In this Technical Advice Note, fish community analysis procedures are outlined. This will comprise
of the following:
A. Firstly, Shannon Diversity Index (h) for each autumn fish survey will be calculated and
hypothesis tests will be described to test for the effect of the tidal Lagoons construction and
operation.
B. Secondly, community similarity analysis between sites is described utilising the Bray –
Curtis (1957) dissimilarity statistic.
C.

Thirdly, a cluster analysis is described using Bray – Curtis heirarchical clustering that will
indicate which sites within Swansea Bay cluster together through the development of a
dendrogram, and

D. Finally, canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) is described that uses environmental
covariates, e.g. absolute salinity, to assist in developing a low-dimensional space
visualisation. Such ordination techniques as CCA allow fish community complexity to be
visualised in two or three dimensions such as an ordination plot and examples are provided.
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Methodology A

2.1 Shannon Diversity Index
The first step in describing the fish community is to compute the Shannon Diversity Index (h) for
each autumn for the three years of data that will exist by December, 2015. Next, it is necessary to
compute the Variance of h (Var h) (Hutcheson, 1970). Var h is needed for hypothesis testing. Once
calculated, it is possible to test this hypothesis according to the method of Hutcheson (1970):
H10 = The autumn fish community diversity (Shannon Index) is equal in the three years previous to
lagoon construction.
If H10 is accepted then these three years of data (2013, 2014, and 2015) are pooled and call this the
“pre-construction autumn fish community diversity.” Post-construction data in Year 1 is then
collected and this null hypothesis can be tested:
H20 = The autumn fish community diversity (Shannon Index) is equal in the pre-construction
period compared to the post-construction period.

2.2 Interpretation
It is obvious many different outcomes could result from Methodology A described above. But, one
outcome of interest would be if hypothesis H20 were rejected. In this case, it could be concluded
that the construction and operation of the Lagoon had significantly affected the autumn fish
community diversity. The ability provided by this hypothesis test allows the target to be met:
“Continued characterisation of the Swansea Bay fishery and monitoring of changes brought about by
Project construction and operation.”
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Methodology B

3.1 Community Similarity Analysis
Sites may be compared using similarity measures to show if a specific location shows a different
community structure before and after scheme construction. The Bray – Curtis dissimilarity (Bray
and Curtis, 1957) statistic describes the similarity, or lack thereof, of two quantitative community
samples.
In Swansea Bay, for each survey site the before and after community samples will comprise the
two sites in Bray – Curtis dissimilarity comparison. The Bray – Curtis dissimilarity ranges from 0 to
1, where two sites have the same composition the statistic takes on the value of zero. The Bray –
Curtis dissimilarity statistic will be calculated for every site for which a before and after fish
community survey is conducted. This will include a comparison of the community before
construction of the tidal Lagoon.
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Methodology C

4.1 Cluster Analysis
The sites used for similarity analysis (described in Methodology B) will be subjected to cluster
analysis. Cluster analysis classifies sites into a hierarchical structure usually portrayed through a
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dendrogram (Figure 1a and 1b). The closer two sites are in terms of fish species composition the
closer to each other they are located in the dendrogram. Once all sites are loaded into the
dendrogram the observer can derive a graphical representation of the fish community for a suite of
sites. A dendrogram will be constructed for all sites before and after construction of the tidal
Lagoon. The cluster analysis will allow a visual inspection of dendrograms to indicate if sites
change in how they are grouped with the construction and operation of the tidal lagoon.

Figure 1a. Example of a dendrogram for fish species in the River Thames for fish guilds – FW:
adventitious freshwater species, E: estuarine, MJ: marine juvenile, CA: diadromous species and
MMA/MS: adventitious marine species/marine seasonal. Original Figure 3 caption excerpt from
Cascade Consulting (2012): “Bray-Curtis similarity analysis for fish in the Upper Tideway based on
EA and LTOA survey data from 1986-2012…”
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Figure 1b. Example dendrogram with fish communities collected from four areas – red: southern
Caribbean mainland, light blue: Caribbean islands, dark blue: The Bahamas and purple: north
Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico mainland. Original caption excerpt from Figure S11 from Robertson
and Cramer (2014): “Major cluster configurations produced by different analytical methods.
Optimal configuration of major clusters of sites in the study area based on dendrograms from BrayCurtis/ANOSIM and beta-sim/evaluation curve analyses of the whole fauna (see methods). … C:
Bray-Curtis dendrogram, … %/n in coloured circle indicates % of species unique to that cluster and
no. species in the cluster; each dendrogram is a schematic based on the corresponding whole
dendrogram, indicating relationships between the major clusters; …”.
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Methodology D

5.1 Community Similarity Analysis
Fish community complexity can be visualised in a low-dimensional space by using ordination
techniques (Gauch, 1982). In the case of Swansea Bay habitats the number of fish species could
range from 20 to 60 and so reducing the dimensionality of the graphical representation is highly
desired. It is possible to take species presence and abundance information and represent it in two
dimensions or three dimensions for bryophyte communities, (Figure 2a) or fish, (Figure 2b) or any
other faunal community, resulting in less noise in the graphical representation.
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Figure 2a. Two-Dimensional
Dimensional ordination plot example where the “second example” in the original
caption refers to this figure,, for nine community site/samples. Original Figure 3b caption from
Palmer (2000): “Polar
Polar ordination of the moss example. The second example has a more reasonable
second axis than the first.”

Figure 2b. Three-Dimensional
Dimensional ordination plot example. Original Figure 7 ccaption
aption from Cascade
Consulting (2012): “CCA 3-D
D ordination plot for the three statistically significant eigenvalues
common Tideway fish species in relation to environmental temperature, DO, Conductivity and
Teddington pass-forward
forward flow
flow.”
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For the Lagoon, a Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) will be conducted using the species
presence and abundance data collected as part of Methodology A. Other inputs required are
environmental variables that are taken at the same time as the fish community sampling. Thus
with each fish community survey appropriate environmental variables are collected for the area,
for each survey site/sample, such as:
5.1.1

Average Water Depth (m)

5.1.2

Water Temperature (Celsius)

5.1.3

Dissolved oxygen (DO- mg/l)

5.1.4

Absolute Salinity (g/kg (TEOS-10) formerly ‰ but see (Wright et al., 2011))

5.1.5

Substrate (rock, sand, mud)

These environmental variables are required so that the site/samples and species variation can be
constrained in the ordination and improve understanding of causality of community structure. The
environmental variables allow two axes to be developed that allow site/samples to be situated
along the axes according to their observed characteristics, and thus “scored,” according to their
dominant sources of variation. The site/sample scores along each axis can be used to graph sites in
two dimensional space. The site/sample scores are required, by the CCA technique, to be linear
combinations of the environmental variables and thus the site/sample scores are constrained and
this allows their representation in low-dimension space.
Species also have a score on each of the axes. These species scores represent where a species falls
along the gradient of each of the axes. If Axis 1 was composed primarily by absolute salinity then
obligate freshwater species would fall on one end of the gradient and marine species toward the
other end of Axis 1.
Canonical Correspondence Analysis maximises the correlation between site/sample scores and
species scores. And the results can be used to depict the structure of the data in low-dimension
space, e.g. Figure 2a and 2b. The composition of the axes can be used to suggest what
environmental variables explain the greatest amount of variation in the data. Those environmental
variables that explain the most variation can be used to form a hypothesis that explains how the
sites and species are organized/determined. The CCA can be conducted before and after the power
scheme has been built and operated. The structure of the data can then be compared between the
before and after representations.
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